A rate responsive pacemaker that physiologically reduces pacing rates at rest.
Current rate responsive pacemakers incorporate sensors such as minute ventilation (MV) for adapting to changing patient conditions during exercise and periods of exertion. However, for sleep and/or rest periods, the only pacemakers currently on the market that slow the pacing rate utilize an internal timer to determine a decrease in pacing rate. It would be advantageous if the pacing rate could be automatically lowered during periods of sleep or rest. This study utilized a rate responsive sensor, MV, to track the patient's sleeping and resting periods and to decrease the pacing rate at such times. A total of eight patients implanted with Sentri 1210 single chamber MV sensor pacemakers were studied. A sleep rate (SR) of 45 beats/min was selected. A sleep rate response function, which indicated the relationship between changes in MV and corresponding heart rate, was initially set at a value of 16 and continually and automatically updated in a 3-month study. Adaptation was based on the premise that 3 hours per day should be spent at the SR. The average decrease in pacing rates from onset to 3 month for the eight patients was 12.4% +/- 5.3%. Correspondingly, the histograms of the lowest datalog histogram (40-59 beats/min) increased from 0% to 15.4% +/- 0.9% of paced beats. Correlation between the patients' 24-hour diary and Holter recordings showed that the pacing rates during sleep were consistently lower than when the patients were awake and active. This was also the case with a patient whose nocturnal and daily routine was intentionally altered.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)